Primary vitreoretinal lymphoma (PVRL) is a rare ocular lymphoid malignancy, which consists a subset of primary central system lymphoma (PCNSL) and the most common type of intraocular lymphoma. The involvement of eyes is estimated to be approximately 20% of PCNSL, but the brain involvement may be up to 80% of PVRL. Typically, PVRL is a high grade B-cell malignancy of the retina and needs to be assorted from choroidal low-grade B-cell lymphomas. Very often PVRL masquerades and can be erroneously diagnosed as chronic uveitis, white dot syndromes or other neoplasms. Establishing an accurate diagnosis may involve cytology/pathology, immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry, molecular pathology and cytokine profile analysis. There is inadequate information about PVRL's true incidence, ethnic/geographical variation and pathogenetic mechanisms. The therapeutic approach of PVRL involves aggressive chemotherapy and radiation therapy. Although PVRL tends to have a good response to the initial treatment, the prognosis is poor and the survival restricted due to the high relapse rates and CNS involvement.
Introduction
Intraocular lymphomas are a heterogeneous group of malignant lymphoid neoplasms, which are subcategorized into 2 main groups: (1) those deriving from the vitreoretinal tissue and (2) those that arise in the uveal tract. 1 The lymphomas of the retina and/or vitreous are primary tumors and often correlated with central nervous system (CNS) disease. Conversely, uveal lymphomas are subdivided to those that present as a primary disease or as a secondary localization of systemic non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL). 1, 2 This review focuses only on primary vitreoretinal lymphomas (PVRL), formerly defined as primary intraocular lymphoma (PIOL), and consists an analysis of the current literature and our experience [Figs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
PVRL are rare tumors but still the most frequent type of intraocular lymphoma. The estimated annual incidence is 0.46 per 100,000 person. 4 It is an aggressive high-grade NHL and has a strong relation to primary CNS lymphoma (PCNSL) . According to the current World Health Organization (WHO) classification for lymphomas the majority of PVRL are diffuse large B-cell lymphomas. 5 It has been estimated that about 80% of PVRL individuals will finally develop PCNSL and 20% of PCNSL cases present with PVRL. Therefore, PVRL is usually fatal due to the ultimate CNS correlation. 2 Despite its rare occurrence PVRL remains a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge. The lack of effective therapeutic tools and delay in diagnosis may lead to poor prognosis. 5 
Epidemiology and risk factors
Most patients with PVRL are over the age of 40 years with the most expected age of onset being at the end of the 5th and 6th decade of life with no clear gender predilection. 5 Only a few cases were recorded in infants and teenagers, particularly in those who are immunocompromised either as a result of a treatment or because of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. [1] [2] [3] 5 Immunodeficiency/immunosuppression and Epstein Barr virus (EBV) infection are the only recognized risk factor for the development of PVRL. [1] [2] [3] 5 Over the last years, a substantial rise in the incidence of primary CNS lymphomas (PCNSL) has been reported. This trend is probably related not only to the elevated numbers of individuals with immunodeficiency and immunosuppression but also to the improvement of the diagnostic methods. [1] [2] [3] 5 At present no racial or regional variations have been documented in PVRL.
Pathogenesis
The etiology of PVRL remains obscure. Some of the potential etiopathogenic factors and mechanisms include infectious agents, homing of neoplastic lymphocytes to the ocular tissue and clonal transformation of polyclonal inflammatory cells. 6 It has been suggested that PVRL cells could derive from neoplastic modification of a lymphocyte subpopulations from lymphoid organs. On the other hand, polyclonal reactive lymphocytic proliferations in the CNS might evolve in an aberrant monoclonal malignant cell population that can subsequently lead to malignant lymphoma. 7 The analysis of homing mechanisms is important for the understanding of the origin of the lymphoma cells in PVRL. In this respect, chemokines and chemokine receptors have a wide spectrum of biologic activities, such as regulation of leukocyte trafficking, adhesion to extracellular matrix molecules and modulation of hematopoietic cell proliferation. 6 Chan et al., 6 investigated the following molecules in eyes with PIOL: stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1, CXCL12, SCYB12) and B-lymphocyte chemoattractant (BLC); BCA-1; CXCL13, SCYB13) that are chemotactic for human B-cells, and their ligands CXCR4 and CXCR5 are differentially expressed on B-cells, including malignant B cells. High expression levels of CXCR4 and CXCR5 were detected limited to the lymphoma cells. 6 In contrast, BLC protein was expressed in the RPE but not in other ocular resident cells. SDF-1 was hardly recognized only in a few RPE cells. CXCR4 and CXCR5 tran-scripts were found in abundance in lymphoma cells, whereas SDF-1 and BLC transcripts were detected only in the RPE and not the malignant cells. No chemokine expression was detected on the RPE cells in the normal control eye. 6 They concluded that chemokines and chemokine receptors selective for B-cells were identified in RPE and malignant B cells, respectively. BLC, and possibly SDF-1, attracts both normal and malignant B-cells while promoting migration of only small numbers of T-cells and macrophages. They proposed that B-cell chemokines may be involved in the pathogenesis of PIOL by selectively attracting lymphoma cells to the RPE from the choroidal circulation. 6 On the basis of their data, they suggested that inhibition of B-cell chemoattractants could be a future strategy for the treatment of PIOL. 6 Moreover, in PCNSL, interaction of the adhesion molecules lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) and intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM-1) may play a role in lymphoma cells homing to the brain. 8 
Clinical findings
The onset of PVRL symptoms is often subtle leading to a delayed diagnosis, 2,3,5 whereas the mean duration of symptoms prior to setting a final diagnosis is approximately 6 months. Interestingly, symptoms may precede diagnosis even by 2 to 3 years before lymphoma is included in the differential diagnosis. It has been emphasized that there is a wide spectrum of non-specific symptoms for patients with PVRL that include blurred vision (40-50%), reduced visual acuity (25-30%) and floaters (20-25%). 1,2 PVRL symptoms can imitate a wide range of other ocular entities and has therefore often been described as a masquerade syndrome. The clinical signs are bilateral, in approximately 60-90% of individuals but may also be initially asymmetrical and uneven, thereby giving the impression of unilateral involvement. 1, 2 In many cases, PVRL also masquerades as chronic posterior uveitis. 2 The vitreous floaters mentioned above are frequently thought to occur in terms of vitritis or degenerative changes. Steroids are used to treat the suspected vitritis, causing temporary masking of symptoms and consequently delaying the diagnosis of PVRL. 2 Inflammation of the anterior segment is not a frequent finding. 2, 9 The lymphoma cells, however, may surround the lens and spread into the anterior chamber, causing keratic precipitates, cells and flare. 10 Lymphoma cells may aggregate on the iris or the trabecular meshwork, resulting in heterochromia and secondary angle closure, respectively. 1, 2 Pseudohypopyon has also been identified but it is a rare manifestation and its pathogenesis is unclear. 11 Notably, sheets and clusters of lymphoma cells can be observed in the vitreous cavity. The tumor cells are bigger than the inflammatory cells and do not congregate with the reactive inflammatory cells, leading to the formation of a clinical feature that has been described as ''aurora borealis'' appearance due to the lining of cells along the vitreous fibrils. 2 Some mild to moderate haze, which is more prominent peripherally or superiorly, might also exist. 2, 3 Deposits of lymphoma cells may primarily gather around the blood vessels of the retina presenting as perivascular sheathing and therefore imitating vasculitis. 12 A bigger number of creamy deposits can also emerge over the course of time, mimicking a white-dot syndrome or drusen. 3, 12 These deposits can also lead to the development of ''punched-out'' or atrophic RPE lesions. 12 With the progression of the disease, the lymphoma cells fuse together and grow at a level that they gradually substitute the whole thickness of the retina that becomes gradually opaque in the corresponding areas. Lymphoma cells are able to proliferate under the RPE along the inner side of the Bruch's membrane (i.e. subretinal space). However, PVRL extends into the choroid only in rare cases, as the Bruch's membrane appears to be impermeable by the lymphoma cells. 12 The lymphoma cells near the retinal vessels and choriocapillaris tend to survive, but those that are not close to the blood supply undergo apoptotic cell death. The development of PVRL close to the macula may appear as disciform scar. Orbital, extrascleral and sclerochoroidal involvement are regarded as infrequent but may be also observed. Involvement of the optic nerve is also rare and causes optic disc oedema that must discerned from papilledema. 12 A wide range of secondary conditions related to PVRL have been reported. For example, retinal infarcts and hemor- rhages may be caused due to vascular occlusions, mimicking acute retinal necrosis or retinitis. The retinal vasculopathy can lead to macular edema, exudation and serous retinal detachment. [1] [2] [3] Painful and red eye, secondary glaucoma and hyphema can also develop as a result of iris neovascularization. 1 These features might be falsely attributed to uveitis making the diagnostic approach complicated and challenging.
CNS lymphoma can precede, follow or occur at the same time with PVRL. CNS lymphoma can be focal and/or diffuse and is typically observed in the frontal lobes, causing behavioral changes or even new-onset seizures. [1] [2] [3] 12 Neurological semiology such as hemiparesis (40-50%) and cerebral signs (15-40%) can be observed. Moreover, diffuse leptomeningeal entanglement may lead to several motor and sensory deficits. Consequently, PVRL should always be incorporated in the differential diagnosis in cases with uveitis and neurological symptoms. 12 
Imaging findings

Optical coherence tomography (OCT)
OCT facilitates the detection of retinal abnormalities related to PVRL. 13 Lymphoma cells invade the retinal tissue and proliferate in the subretinal space. These lymphomatous infiltrates are illustrated as homogenous semi-opaque greyish spots in fundus photography and can be observed as hyper-reflective signals (nodules, bands and nods) at the level of RPE on OCT scan. 13, 14 Interestingly, Casady et al. reported nodular or band hyper-reflective spots in 43% of eyes with PVRL. 15 Nevertheless, it is important to differentiate these hyper-reflective spots from those which can be detected in other clinical entities (e.g. diabetic retinopathy, age-related macular degeneration etc.). [16] [17] [18] Barry et al. summarized a range of spectral domain (SD) OCT findings consistent with PVRL, including hyper-reflective subretinal infiltration, hyper-reflective infiltrates in inner retinal layers, RPE undulation, clumps of vitreous cells and sub-RPE deposits. Interestingly, the hyper-reflective subretinal infiltrates present with a distinct appearance to PVRL, with characteristics not observed in any other clinical entities. 15 Cystoid macular edema is a rare finding. 19 OCT scan is non-invasive imaging method that can be used for monitoring and record the resolution of PVRL or potential relapses. [1] [2] [3] 
Fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) and indocyanine green angiography (ICGA)
The most characteristic feature on FA is hypofluorescent spots that present with the so-called ''leopard-spot'' appearance (43%). 3, 14, 20 In cases with outer retinal involvement FFA indicates early and late hypofluorescence. 24 In a study of 44 PVRL patients, punctate hyperfluorescent window defects (55%), round hypofluorescent lesions (34%) and vasculitis (14%) were reported. Cystoid macular edema did not exceed 2%. 21 Another study of 53 individuals with PVRL detected clusters of round hypofluorescent areas on FFA, compatible with punctate whitish lesions and round-clustered hypofluorescent lesions that are very rarely revealed by ICGA. 20 The positive and negative predictive value of the combined use of FFA and ICGA is 89% and 85%, respectively. 20 In addition, fluorescein leakage along retinal vessels and periarterioral staining may also be seen in eyes with PVRL. 16 Small hypofluorescent lesions can be seen in ICGA in the early stages of PVRL, but the same lesions become less obvious at later stages of the disease. 3 Venkatesh et al. reported a novel FA finding of capillary dropout in a patient diagnosed with PVRL, suggesting that this feature is probably attributed to the occlusion of the retinal vasculature by the tumor cells and their invasion into the inner retinal layers. 22 
Fundus autofluorescence (FAF)
FAF is non-invasive imaging technique that is used for the topographic illustration of the lipofuscin distribution in the RPE in several disorders of the retina (e.g. AMD). 40 FAF may facilitate the detection of the active status of PVRL. Areas of hypofluorescence on FAF images are suggestive of lymphoma cells above the RPE or RPE atrophy, whereas spots of hyperfluorescence represent the overlapping of RPE and neoplastic cells. 3, 38, 40 One of the most typical features of lymphoma is a granular pattern of hyperautofluorescent spots encircled by a hypoautofluorescent ring. 15 Granular patterns were detected in several retinal areas, but this finding was not restricted to visible tumor location. It is noteworthy, that the corresponding transitions from hyperautofluorescent to hypoautofluorescent spots are observed after intravitreal administration of methotrexate. 13, 16 Most probably, the spots of hyperautofluorescence on FAF are associated with the spots of hypofluorescence on FFA (36%) and the hyper-reflective spots on OCT (43%). 16 This conformity was recorded at a percentage of 62% among patients with PVRL. 12 In 11% of eyes with PVRL blockage by mass lesion has also been described. 16 
Ultrasound B-scan
There are not specific features for PVRL in ultrasound Bscan. However, B-scan can be very useful when there is limited view and the visualization of the posterior segment is difficult. 3 Some of the findings that can be emphasized include elevated chorioretinal lesions, retinal detachment, vitreous debris and enlargement of the optic nerve shadow. 3 
Neuro-imaging
CNS involvement is present in approximately 16-34% of cases at the time of diagnosis. 2, 7, 9, 18 Involvement of the CNS may happen at any stage of the disease, especially at the later stages during the extensive dissemination of PCNSL (7-8% of cases). Taking into consideration that PVRL is a subset of PCNSL, the existence of CNS lesions needs to be excluded. This can be achieved with contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). A percentage between 42% and 92% of PVRL patients are diagnosed with intracranial lymphoma within a mean interval of 8-29 months. CNS lesions can be detected in 62% of patients with PVRL (especially these that had a relapse). 11 Uni-or multi-focal tumorous lesions with either discrete or diffuse margins appear hypodense on T1-weighted and hyperdense on T2-weighted images. 3 Consequently, contrast-enhanced MRI is imperative every 3 months after setting a diagnosis in order to detect potential CNS involvement. 2 Interestingly, positron emission tomography (PET) and computed tomography (CT) have facilitated the identification of CNS lesions and ocular activity. 23 Moreover, as it will be discussed later on, neuroimaging is very useful when an image-guided stereotactic brain biopsy is required. 17 Histological and immunophenotypical findings
Histological features
Most PVRL (95%) are histologically classified as diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). 24 Nevertheless, PVRL is a specific type of lymphoma, not only because of its distinct biological and clinical characteristics but also due to its association with PCNSL. There is strong immunophenotypic and genetic evidence that 80-90% of PVRL cases belong to the activated B-cell (ABC) subtype of DLBCL. 24 
Immunophenotypical features
Apart from the so-called pan-B-cell markers (i.e. CD20, CD79a and PAX5), PVRL express MUM1/IRF4, very often BCL-2 and À6, and are usually negative for CD10 which is GC marker and plasma cell markers (e.g. CD138, Vs38c etc.). 25 These immunophenotypical features indicate that PVRL are derived from lymphoid cells at a late stage of the B-cell differentiation in the germinal center (GC). 25, 26 Immunoglobulin heavy chains (either IgM or both IgM and IgD) and light chains are monotypically expressed. 25 Cellular proliferation and apoptosis are notably high and this feature can be confirmed by the lytic cellular background which is often observed in vitrectomy specimens. 12 
Cytogenetic and molecular features
In many cases an increased number of somatic hypermutations (SHM) of the re-arranged immunoglobulin (IG) genes can be detected, but there is no evidence for ongoing IG gene hypermutations. Likewise PCNSL, PVRL commonly exhibit immunoglobulin re-arrangements with limited usage of the gene segments IGHV4-34. 25, 27 Studies of PVRL based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) findings have reported an elevated frequency of IGH/BCL-2 re-arrangements due to the t(14;18) chromosomal translocation that defines 85-90% of follicular lymphoma and approximately 30% of DLBCL of GC B-cell type. 28 However, this appears to be contradictory to the findings that the majority of PVRL are of ABC type (that normally does not have BCL-2 re-arrangements) and that BCL-2 translocations are infrequent in PCNSL. 29 It has been suggested that these findings are associated with a less aggressive PVRL subset. 5 BCL-6 translocations occur in 17-47% of PCNSL and it is possible that the activation of this regulator of the GCreaction may be related to some extend for the arrest in the terminal B-cell differentiation stage in both PCNSL and PVRL. 29, 30 Frequent gains on chromosomes 1q, 18q, and 19q and common loses on 6q have been reported in PVRL by using a high resolution single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array. 31 Notably, the same alterations are also frequently detected in PCNSL. 31 Researchers that used conventional techniques or next generation sequencing have detected high frequencies of mutations in MYD88, the gene encoding Myeloid Differentiation Factor 88 (MYD88), a member of the toll-like receptor pathway, and members of the B-cell receptor signaling pathway, including CD79B, leading to a constitutive activation of NF-kB signaling. 32, 33 Results from whole exome sequencing indicate a major impact of aberrant somatic hypermutation (SHM) on the mutational profile of PCNSL. SHM is the process by which mutations are introduced into the rearranged immunoglobulin genes of germinal centre B-cells in order to increase the binding affinity of the B-cell receptor. Apart from targets, such as MYC, PAX5 and PIM1, aberrant SHM appears to aim to additional genes in PCNSL, some of which are associated with the CNS development. 33 Tuo et al. analyzed the microRNA (miRNA) expression profiles in PVRL with the use Real-Time PCR-based miRNA panel in order to compare findings from uveitic and PVRL vitreous aspirates. 34 They reported that miR155 was systematically downregulated in specimens from eyes with PVRL, suggesting that miR155 could be a novel biomarker for PVRL. 34 Flow cytometry showed that the cell line CA46 express important markers for the pathogenesis of PVRL such as C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4, which binds to stromal cell-derived factor-1), CXCR5 (which binds to B-cell chemoattractant), and CD22 (surface marker on mature and some immature B cells). 38 CA46 cells also express the B-cell growth factor/anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, which is both a pathogenic factor and an important diagnostic marker for human PVRL. 38 Histology revealed tumor development in day 10 after inoculation and lymphoma cells were found in the retinal surface, the subretinal space and into the CNS. 39 In this model a single intravitreal injection of immunotoxin HA22 in murine eyes with established lymphoma could result in complete regression lymphoma. This murine model of intraocular lymphoma clinically mimics human PVRL in terms of tissue distribution, expression of important markers and cytokine profile. Moreover, this model showed that B-cellspecific immunotoxin therapy may be significant for treating human. In another study, researchers 40 created a murine model using intravitreal inoculation to investigate the immune responses in the microenvironment of intraocular lymphomas. Histology revealed intraocular lymphoma involvement on day 19, mainly within the retina and the vitreous. 40 Up to 15% of viable cells were T-cells after the establishment of intraocular lymphoma on day 19. Analysis of the cytokine profile of the supernatant of intraocular cells verified the existence of IL-10, IL-6, IFN-c, and TNF-a. Stimulation of these intraocular cells with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies increased the IFN-c level and led to a subsequent production IL-2, consistent with a type 1 (Th1/Tc1-like) pattern of cytokine expression. 40 These findings showed that TIL from intraocular B lymphoma are defined by a Th1/Tc1-like profile, which was partially inhibited in vivo by a lack of IL-2 in the absence of T-cell stimulation. This potentially indicates a therapeutic role for in situ T-cell stimulation to reactivate Th1/Tc1 lymphocytes and improve intraocular immunity against the progression of lymphoma. Interestingly, Mineo et al. (2008) 41 developed a murine model to explore the efficiency of intravitreal and intracerebral anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody (rituximab). In this model, human CD20-transfected murine B-lymphoma cells (38C13 CD20+) were inoculated in the vitreous or in the brain caudate nucleus of immunocompetent syngeneic mice. Inoculation of lymphoma cells into the vitreous or CNS resulted in tumor occurrence after a median of 15 or 22 days, respectively. In more than half of the mice the administration of local rituximab (a chimeric monoclonal antibody against CD20) injections eradicated the lymphoma resulting in a substantial inhibition of tumor progression in the remainder. On the contrary, a) mice that were inoculated with a control cell line (38C13 CD20 negative) showed progression of lymphoma regardless of the rituximab injection and b) mice that were inoculated with 38C13 CD20+ lymphoma cells and subsequently treated with local injection of trastuzumab, an irrelevant antibody against human epithelial receptor type 2, also showed progression of the disease. 41 This model of intravitreal and cerebral inoculation of human lymphoma cells in immunocompetent syngeneic mice consists a method for assessing both the pathogenesis and potential treatments of PVRL and PCNSL using local injections of rituximab. More recently, Ben Abdelwahed et al. (2013) 42 created a combined intravitreal and cerebral murine model of intraocular lymphoma to investigate the effects of ublituximab, a glycoengineered chimeric monoclonal anti-human CD20 monoclonal antibody that may enhance antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity compared to rituximab. A murine lymphoma B-cell line A20. IIA-GFP-hCD20 (H-2 d) was injected into either the cerebral striatum or the vitreous cavity of immunocompetent adult BALB/c (H-2 d) mice. Neoplastic infiltration was detected in the vitreous, CNS and cervical lymph nodes. After 4-7 days, ublituximab (1, 5, or 20 lg) was injected either intracerebrally or intravitreally. A single dose of ublituximab, injected either into the brain or vitreous, caused an important decrease in tumor burden and an increase in survival compared to mice treated with rituximab (20 lg). 42 These early results recommend a potential role for ublituximab as treatment for PVRL and PCNSL.
Diagnostic approach
Vitreous biopsy remains the gold-standard for setting a diagnosis of PVRL but if any diagnostic difficulties arise chorioretinal biopsy or subretinal aspirate can be performed simultaneously or at a later stage. 3 Surgical intervention for obtaining a sufficient sample may also require aqueous aspiration (e.g. cases with pseudohypopyon) and rarely diagnostic enucleation. 43, 44 Prior to the biopsy, a communication between the surgeons and the pathologists is critical in order to confirm the accurate use of the correct containers and preservative solutions. 2 The obtained material can be sent for performing a wide range of laboratory examinations including cytological and histopathological examination, immunocytochemistry, flow cytometry, molecular investigations and exploration of cytokine profile. 3, 11, 12 Moreover, it is recommended that cytological specimens should be used within 60 minutes after aspiration. 45, 46 In cases that a prolonged delay of transportation is expected, the material should be placed into culture medium or a mild cytofixative solution [e.g. Hepes-glutamic acid buffermediated organic solvent protection effect (HOPE) solution or Cytolyt]. 45, 46 Cytological material is routinely prepared onto slides with the cytospin technique, using the May-Grunewald-Giemsa (MGG) morphological stain and unstained cytospins are also prepared for immunocytochemistry. 12 Otherwise, the cellblock technique using diluted vitreous humor with embedding in agar or paraffin can be used for cell-rich specimens. 47 A study that analyzed cell-block specimens from diluted vitreous fluid showed high sensitivity and low pseudo-positive rate for the cytological diagnosis of VRL. This is a very promising method especially in the differential diagnosis between vitreoretinal lymphoma and idiopathic uveitis with vitreous opacities. 47 
Vitreous aspiration and pars plana vitrectomy
Vitreous humor can be acquired either by pars plana vitrectomy (PPV) or vitreous aspiration. 3, 11, 12 Lymphoma cells are extremely fragile and can easily undergo necrosis. Moreover, when systemic steroids are being used for the treatment of a presumed uveitis, they must be stopped at least two weeks before the vitreous biopsy in order to avoid having false negative results. 3 Pars plana vitrectomy is the mostly preferred technique in PVRL-suspected cases, because its diagnostic value is higher than that of vitreous aspiration. 43 Particularly, a twenty-five gauge transconjunctival sutureless vitrectomy has been shown to be safe and effective. 44 The effect of various vitrectomy cut-rates on viability of lymphoma cells and diagnostic yield was evaluated and a cut-rate of 600 cpm is suggested for stablishing a diagnosis of PVRL. 19 A retinal biopsy is rarely performed and, if so, retinal samples should be obtained from the deeper part of the suspicious lesion, in close proximity with the choriocapillaris area where viable neoplastic cells are mostly expected to be detected. 43 Tumor seeding via the sclerotomy port to the epibulbar space consists one of the complications of vitreous biopsy. 48, 49 Very often more than one biopsy may be needed for establishing a definitive diagnosis, especially when it comes to paucicellular specimens mixed with necrotic lymphoma cells. 50 
Cyto-histopatholoy, immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry
For the histological diagnosis of PVRL, the use of histochemical stainings such as Giemsa, Hematoxylin-eosin stain, or Diff-Quick staining is a standard practice. 1 The MGG-stained cytospins identifies medium to large atypical lymphoid cells with large, irregular nuclei and one to several prominent nucleoli, basophilic cytoplasm, rare mitoses and increased nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio. 12 The presence of smaller, round, reactive lymphocytes, macrophages and lytic cells are often interpreted as inflammatory cells (as they may outnumber the tumor cells) and may complicate the diagnosis. It is important to note, that atypical monocytes may also exist in a reactive status (e.g. acute viral infection) and therefore a CD68 stain together with B-cell (CD20, CD79a, PAX5) or T-cell (e.g. CD2 or CD3) markers should be incorporated in the initial work-up. 50, 51 The main advantage of the PAX5 immunocytochemical stain is the potential detection of lymphoma B-cells that have breached and do not have any more a distinct membrane that could be highlighted by CD20 stain. 51, 52 The sensitivity and specificity rates of cytological examination with regard to the diagnosis of PRVL may differ. Cytological examination alone can establish a diagnosis of PVRL in approximately 45-60% of cases and false positive results are relatively infrequent. 51, 52 A diagnosis of PVRL can be enhanced by the detection of monoclonality, which is defined as a population of B-cells displaying j (kappa) or k (lambda) light chain restriction. 53 Notably, some very rare cases of anaplastic large cell and T-cell types of PVRL have been reported. 54, 55 Multicolor flow cytometry may also be used in addition to immunocytochemistry and immunohistochemistry, since there is strong evidence that can be reliable for phenotyping of vitreous aspirates. The advantage of flow cytometry method is that it can simultaneously analyze large numbers of different markers of the cell surface, providing reliable information for the distinction between uveitis and lymphoma. The use of immunoglobulin light chains can facilitate the detection of monotypical expression. 56 A ratio of j:k light chains of >3 or <0.6 is considered as a reliable and useful marker for clonality. Moreover, ratios of T-cell subsets can often be determined by multiple gating. 56, 57 
Molecular analysis
Molecular investigations of vitreous samples with PCR using consensus primer sets (e.g. those developed by the BIOMED-2 consortium) for the detection of clonal immunoglobulin gene rearrangements can be very helpful for the identification of clonal population of lymphocytes that can contribute substantially in the confirmation of PVRL diagnosis. [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] Some factors, such as the choice of primer sets, laboratory's experience or the quality of the material may affect the sensitivity of the detection of clonality, which has been reported to vary from 65% to 95%. 45, 50, [60] [61] [62] The immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH; FR2, FR3, and/or CDR3 primers) together with T-cell receptor gamma chain gene rearrangements (TCR-c) can contribute to the molecular diagnosis of B-cell and T-cell lymphoma, respectively. 63 Importantly, a relevant study reported positive IgH rearrangements in 80.6% in a cohort of 67 individuals with PIOL. 60 However, sampling of an excessively small number of cells from microdissection may result in false-positive results. 29, 63 False-negative results may also occur in PVRL. 64, 63 Moreover, and, in order to avoid misinterpretation of minor clonal expansions as evidence of lymphoma, the results should be evaluated in the context of clinical and morphological features. 12 Bonzheim et al. 32 reported the common occurrence of MYD88 mutations in PCNSL for the detection of the canonical L265P mutation in approximately 70% of cases. At present, MYD88 mutational analysis is being used by some centers as an alternative to IgH-PCR, especially in cases of low DNA yield. 12 However, the absence of MYD88 mutation does not certainly exclude lymphoma if the rest of the pathological findings strongly support such a diagnosis. 12 In a very important recent study Cani AK, used next generation sequencing (NGS) and showed MYD88 gain-offunction mutations and loss of CDKN2A in 3 PVRL specimens. 64 In the same study, further findings, such as low level gain of chromosome 19 (1 case) or focal loss of AKT1 (1 case) were also described. The results indicate that the design of a NGS-targeted panel could be very useful, particularly in cases of lower quantity samples. 65 More specifically, Cani et al. 66 demonstrated the feasibility of targeted NGS on intraocular liquid biopsies underlining that their approach does not compromise the volumes needed for cytology-based and other diagnostics (e.g. flow cytometry). Their NGS method can contribute to overcoming difficulties associated with high vitreous viscosity, low cellularity, poor cellular preservation, false-negative and false-positive PCR-based results, which can often delay the diagnosis and therapy. 62, 66 MYD88 Gain Of Function (GOF) mutations were detected in 3 out of 4 samples (75%) and high level copy number loss of CDKN2A were detected in all 4 samples (100%). 66 All MYD88 mutations occurred in the TIR domain, and 2/4 samples (50%) harbored the p.L265P point mutation. 66 Cani et al. 66 detected MYD88 p.S243N mutation (1/4 samples, 25%), high level CDKN2A loss (4 out of 4 samples, 100%), and low level PTEN loss (1/4 samples, 25%) for the first time in VRL. Almost all of these alterations are potentially targetable. For example, currently recruiting clinical trials in DLBCLs assessing TLR inhibitors require the MYD88 p. L265P mutation as an entry criterion. 66 Both p.L265P and p. S243N MYD88 mutations demonstrate high levels of NF-jB transactivation, which can potentially be targeted by the Bruton's kinase inhibitor ibrutinib, and IRAK1/4 antagonists. [67] [68] [69] MYD88 mutations other than p.L265P make up a quarter of all MYD88 mutations in patients with DLBCLs and unlike other studies that solely evaluated for the p.L265P mutation (and one study that reported p.P258L), 63, 70, 71 the comprehensive NGS-based approach of Cani et al. 66 reveals other potentially actionable, and diagnostic, GOF MYD88 alterations in VRL. In addition, high level CDKN2A loss is considered potentially targetable, as ilorasertib (an inhibitor of Aurora, VEGF, and PDGF tyrosine kinase families) and palbociclib (a CDK4/6 inhibitor) are being tested in advanced CDKN2A-deficient tumors. 66 Although not prioritized, an annotated one-copy loss in the oncogene AKT1 was observed in case 101. 66 While oncogenic AKT1 GOF mutations and amplifications have been linked to a variety of cancers, 72 another report has found recurrent one-copy losses of AKT1 in DLBCLs. 73 
Cytokine profile
The measurement of cytokine levels in aqueous and vitreous humor is an adjunct for the diagnosis of PVRL. 2, 21, 61, [74] [75] [76] [77] The techniques for this measurement include multiplexbased cytometric bead array and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). An elevated interleukin-10 (IL-10) level in pure aqueous or vitreous humor specimens or an IL-10:IL-6 ratio higher than 1 is considered as indicative of PVRL. [74] [75] [76] [77] The precise cut-off for the IL10 concentration or IL10:IL6 ratio may differ among several laboratories, due to various reasons (type and sensitivity of the techniques and methods applied, conditions of specimen harvesting and storage, equipment etc.). 12, [75] [76] [77] A recent study reported that a cutoff of 65 pg/ mL and 30 pg/mL IL-10 in the vitreous and aqueous humor, respectively, was correlated with sensitivity of 93% and 78%, respectively, and specificity of 100% and 97%, respectively. 78 Moreover, ratio higher than 1 in the vitreous showed sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 100%. 78 Another study, showed that patients with primary intraocular lymphoma had higher levels of IL-10 in their aqueous humor in comparison with uveitic patients, as the mean values were 543.4 pg/ mL and 21.9 pg/mL, respectively. 79 Furthermore, the measurement of interleukins of intraocular fluids has also been suggested as a potential tool for monitoring the response to treatment of patients with PVRL. [75] [76] [77] Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) examination and brain biopsy Since PVRL is considered as a subset of PCNSL, it is always vital to examine the possibility of CNS involvement. In spite of the fact that the yield of lymphoma cells in CSF may be up to 25% of patients with CNS lesions are found with a positive CSF cytology. 23, 79 Detection of lymphoma cells in CSF together with simultaneous ocular involvement precludes the necessity for histological diagnosis of ocular lymphoma and consequently spares the patient from having an invasive procedure (e.g. vitrectomy). On the other hand, imageguided stereotactic brain biopsy should be carried out in existence of suspicious MRI findings but negative CSF cytology.
Differential diagnosis
Very often PVRL presents as a masquerade syndrome making its diagnosis extremely challenging and complicated. The differential diagnosis includes a wide spectrum of infectious and non-infectious conditions such as uveitis, toxoplasmosis, syphilis, tuberculosis, viral retinitis, sarcoidosis, Adamantiades-Behcet's disease, idiopathic uveitis, endophthalmitis, amelanotic melanoma and metastasis. 1, 3 In addition, degenerative diseases of the eye (e.g. polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy and acute macular degeneration) should also be considered as a differential diagnosis. 3 
Therapeutic approach
There is no established treatment for PVRL so far and many aspects of the management remain controversial. A multidisciplinary assessment of patients with PVRL and/or PCNSL 80, 81 is required and, in 2011, the importance of a collaboration between ophthalmologists, pathologists and oncologists (either hemato-oncologists or neurooncologists) was highlighted leading to the following guidelines 2 :
(A) Without systemic or CNS involvement: local treatment (i.e. intravitreal methotrexate, intravitreal rituximab) or low dose stereotactic external beam radiotherapy (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) to the affected eye and follow-up. In case of bilateral involvement, they suggested intravitreal medications together with systemic chemotherapy. 2,82 (B) With CNS involvement: high dose of systemic methotrexate (probably together with systemic rituximab) in combination with local therapy. In case of systemic therapy failure and if patient is not fit for a more aggressive treatment, such as autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT), ocular and integral brain radiotherapy should be considered.
The Neuro-Oncology Society (National Cancer Action Team Rare Tumor Guidelines, June 2011) recommended a different approach, proposing that administration of highdose systemic methotrexate followed by whole-globe radiotherapy for ocular only or concurrent individuals and intravitreal methotrexate IS an effective therapeutic approach in cases of isolated ocular recurrences. 80, 81 
Chemotherapy
The response rates of high-dose methotrexate reach up to 72% as a monotherapy and up to 94-100% when methotrexate is used in combination with other therapeutic modalities. 2, 3, 23 . Combination of intravitreal methotrexate with high-dose systemic methotrexate was effective in 19 patients with PIOL with a 5-year survival rate of 55.8%. 83 Moreover, in individuals with relapsed PIOL and PCNSL chemotherapy with cyclophosphamide, busulfan and thiotepa that was followed by hematopoietic stem cell rescue increased the 5year survival probability to 62% and achieved complete remission of the disease in 66 out of 79 cases. 3 However, according to the 17-Center European collaborative study, systemic chemotherapy in isolated PVRL individuals was associated with various severe complications such as acute renal failure and did not prevent CNS lymphoma. 84 Maculopathy is also one of the potential adverse effects of chemotherapy but it does not appear to affect visual acuity significantly. 3 
Radiotherapy
The low-dose (30-35 Gy) stereotactic external beam radiotherapy is the recommended local treatment for PVRL patients with ocular only involvement. 2 Remarkably, no ophthalmic relapses were reported in an overall of 12 individuals that received radiotherapy (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) Gy in 15 fractions) in a mean 19-months follow-up. 85 In patients with concurrent CNS involvement who did not respond to systemic chemotherapy and are not eligible for more aggressive therapy, whole brain and ocular radiotherapy is suggested. 86 However, radiation of the brain may often induce delayed neurotoxicity, ataxia, decline in cognitive function or even death. Ocular radiation can result in early cataract, radiation retinopathy and dry eyes. At present, it remains controversial of whether eye radiation or intravitreal chemotherapy should be applied as a first-line therapy. 85 Ocular therapy (a) Intravitreal methotrexate Treatment with intravitreal methotrexate is extremely successful in achieving clinical remission of ocular involvement in PVRL with sustainable morbidity. A recent study reported that there were no intraocular recurrences in an overall of 26 PVRL patients that were treated with intravitreal methotrexate as a first-line therapy. 87 Intravitreal methotrexate injections at a dose of 0.4 mg/0.1 were administered two times per week for 4 week, once per week for 8 weeks and once monthly for the next 9 months. Remission was recorded after a mean of 6.4 injections. The most frequent complications include transient elevation of intraocular pressure and corneal epitheliopathy that subsided by increasing the intervals between consecutive injections. 2, 23 (b) Intravitreal rituximab Rituximab is an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody that has been used intravitreally for the treatment of CD20-positive PVRL. 88 An overall of 20 eyes with CD20-positive PVRL that developed severe corneal epitheliopathy, secondarily to intravitreal methotrexate, were switched to intravitreal rituximab. These patients had intravitreal rituximab injections at the dose of 1 mg/0.1 mL once weekly for 4 weeks in the terms of a one-course protocol. In spite of the facts that the results were generally auspicious, half of the patients had recurrence of the disease. Thus, rituximab may be an alternative option to methotrexate due to the lower levels of toxicity. 89 
Emerging therapeutic options
A small number of studies report on the efficacy of highdose chemotherapy and autologous stem cell transplantation in the treatment of refractory or recurrent PVRL or PCNSL with favorable outcomes. 90 However, it remains debatable of whether this approach should be facilitated as consolidation in primary treatment of PVRL.
Thalidomide-related agents have been previously used in the treatment of systemic diffuse large B cell lymphoma. 91 Pomalidomide, which is known to have a better penetration into the CNS, has demonstrated efficacy in CNS lymphoma animal models. 92 Ibrutinib is a Bruton's tyrosine kinase (BTK) and HCK tyrosine kinase protein inhibitor that was initially used for the treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). 93 Both of these pathways are upregulated by the MYD88 L265P mutation, which is prevalent in many cases of vitreoretinal lymphoma. 94 Ibrutinib has already received an FDA approval for the treatment of Waldenström's macroglobulinemia WM. 95 Due to the fact that both Waldenström's and PVRL have a similar MYD88 mutation, it might be reasonable to consider this agent in clinical trials for patients with VRL. It must be underlined though, that the simultaneous use of ibrutinib and high-dose steroids has been correlated with invasive fungal and pneumocystis infections. 96, 97 The use of lenalidomide plus rituximab for relapsed or refractory PCNSL or PVRL has been reported by an abstract at the American Society of Hematology Annual Meeting in 2016 from the French LOC Network. Results deriving from a phase II trial showed very promising results in the management of VRL. 98 Finally, it has been suggested that vitrectomy could also have a therapeutic effect, but there are not adequate data to support that debulking could be considered as a monotherapy. However, it may be beneficial as an adjunct approach in cases with increased cellular load. 99 
Prognosis
Due to the rarity and the diversity of the disease, there are no consistent reports available with regard to the mortality related to PVRL. 3 The mortality rates vary from 9% to 81%. 3 Since the 5-year overall survival rate of PVRL is less than 25%, it is obvious that the prognosis of this entity is poor. A multicenter study among 16 centers from 7 countries showed that ocular therapy contributed to an improved control of the local tumor but did not influence survival. 100 This study reported an overall survival and median progressionfree survival of 31 and 18 months, respectively. The overall mortality was 67.9% (150 of 221 patients). 100 
Conclusions and future perspectives
The diagnosis and management of PVRL is a challenge, because the rates of morbidity and mortality remain high. As PVRL IS a subset of PCNSL and can be misdiagnosed as uveitis or intraocular inflammation, it is possible that the correct diagnosis cannot be made thereby leading to inappropriate management. However, new advances in imaging and molecular techniques (e.g. PCR detection of monoclonality, detection of cell surface markers by immunocytochemistry and flow cytometry and examination of cytokine profile) have contributed to a more accurate diagnostic approach of PVRL. A more detailed molecular profiling of lymphoma cells from individual patients could probably improve the understanding of pathogenetic mechanisms and the clinical behavior of the tumor. A detailed exploration of the epidemiology, pathophysiology, molecular and cellular biology and genetics of PVRL can potentially improve the management of this highly aggressive disease. Hopefully, new targeted therapies will ameliorate the prognosis of PVRL, especially if diagnosed at an early stage.
